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At midterm, his grades were average. What are the three types of muscle tissues? She stays within the same
register and like Lester Young she exaggerates the differences between each note by having an extreme level
of articulation. It applies to this time period because this was when theatre was at the time of great revival. If
you think about it, tempo plays an important role in determining the mood of a piece of music, along with
elements like pitch. The dates are approximately  Who or what had the power? Section 2 goes from 41 to 
How do the structures and functions of the three types of tissues vary? It started out as an orchestral work, then
a sonata, but ended as a piece specifically for piano. It was a time of personal expression and drama. New
ideas and art was being introduced everywhere. In other words, syncopation involves disrupting or
interrupting the expected or normal rhythm of music. The department's workforce grew from thirty to sixty
Who were allowed to sing in church? It has both the A and B themes intertwined over block chords. The life
of all the classes was dominated by the feudal system - feudalism. I hated Mondays. Langston found his
freshman classes and professors boring. Holy men or people of important status such as kings, queens, and
knights most other people were illiterate 4. Renaissance-The activity, spirit, or time of the great revival of art,
literature, and learning in Europe beginning in the 14th century and extending to the 17th century, marking the
transition from the medieval to the modern world. Humanism Humanists were focused on people rather than
gods; they were preoccupied with describing humanity and The Duke has released countless albums and
songs, but not many know of his triumph as a musical theatre composer. Ellington composed all of the songs
in the musical and his own orchestra played during the show in the pit. What does the word Renaissance
mean? During the middle ages Early Middle Ages: Dynastys These men changed the way people looked at
music for ever. Different types of musical compositions developed throughout different eras 2. There was
controversy between Catholics and Protestants which caused long periods of religious war. His defining
qualities as a performer were the emotion, beauty, and technical mastery he brought to each performance, and
he knew how to please an audience. She smoothly flows from note to note even though she is hitting such a
wide range. He was born in February of the and died February 20,  They come from different backgrounds but
impact the music world in a long lasting way, which leads to their own situations by the end of their careers. It
was a chaotic period of social and political unrest. Only men were allowed to sing Many different types of
music, including aka, reggae, rap, Jazz, and some forms of metal, use syncopation regularly in the music. Why
did early baroque composers favor homophony? What was life like? Tempo is the speed of a given piece of
music. Religious and political differences between and within regions led to nearly constant warfare. He had
hoped to join the staff of the Spectator, the college newspaper, but the editor was not cooperative.


